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QUESTION 1

A file that already exists in a local repository is updated. Which command must be executed to ensure that the changes
in the file are included in the next Git commit? 

A. git update 

B. git merge 

C. git add 

D. git rebase 

Correct Answer: C 

https://github.com/git-guides/git-add 

 

QUESTION 2

A REST API service requires authentication based on the username and password. The user "john" has the password
"384279060" and the Base64 encoding of those credentials is "am9objowMTIzNDU2Nzg=". Which method completes
an authentication request? 

A. The header must include: Authorization: Bearer am9obJowMTlzNDU2Nzg= 

B. The payload must include: Authorization: Bearer am9objowMTIzNDU2Nzg= 

C. The payload must include. Authorization: Basic am9objowMTlzNDU2Nzg= 

D. The header must include: Authorization: Basic am9objowMTlzNDU2Nzg= 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A company deploys an application via containers in its local data center. As soon as the application goes into
production, it starts to crash at specific hours of the day. After investigation, it is concluded that the crashes are due to
too many users accessing the application simultaneously. The spikes must be addressed and allow for future growth
without discarding the investment already made. Which deployment model must be used? 

A. hybrid cloud 

B. edge 

C. private cloud 

D. public cloud 

Correct Answer: A 

A hybrid configuration is excellent for keeping latency or security-sensitive applications close to home while accessing
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cloud-based resources as an extension of your infrastructure. A hybrid model also allows for the rapid deployment and
deprecating of temporary equipment, eliminating the need to over-provision purchases to support business peaks. 

https://www.networkworld.com/article/3599213/what-are-data-centers-how-they-work-and-how-they-are-changing-in-
size-and-scope.html 

 

QUESTION 4

What is a characteristic of Waterfall compared to Agile software development method? 

A. Waterfall focuses on continuous improvement, and Agile focuses on the design phase. 

B. Waterfall separates the project development lifecycle into sprints, and Agile does not use cycles. 

C. Waterfall specifies requirements before development begins, and Agile responds flexibly to changes in
requirements. 

D. Waterfall uses reviews with step by step approach, and Agile uses a serially phased approach. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a benefit of using model-driven programmability for infrastructure automation? 

A. connected user tracking 

B. infrastructure resource optimization 

C. multiple device control protocols 

D. device performance monitoring 

Correct Answer: C 
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